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Introduction
Shapc is an important feature of a pattern. In the case of binary images, it can be argued that the most prominent feature of the patterns in the image is shape. In this paper, we propose a graph data structure for representing the 2-D shape of planar objects in an image. We call the new data structure a concaviq graph since it is based on the analysis of object concavities in the image. The concavity graph is actually a directed graph and it can trace its ancestors to an earlier structure called a concaviry tree (see below). Unlike concavity trees, concavity graphs are designed with the ability to efficiently convey shape information in multi-object images and the "interactions" between their components.
A concaviry tree is a hierarchical data structure for describing non-convex shapes. It was first introduced by Sklansky in 1972 [ 6 ] and has since been further researched by others [ I , 21 . The nodes in a concavity tree represent convex hulls and the root represents the convex hull of all la)
Figure 1. A single-object image (a), a multiobject image (b), and a multi-object convex hull (c).
the pixels in the image. Nodes in the first level correspond to the convex hulls of the concavities; those in the second level are the convex hulls of metaconcavities, and so forth.
The decision on whether two patterns have similar shapes or not may be based on a number of criteria, including overall shape, the shapes of image components, and the spatial configuration of components. The main goal of concavity graphs, other than to better represent the structure and the shape of a binary pattern made of many components, is to allow similarity matching between two patterns (based on structure and shape). This matching can be based on a whole or partial match. The analysis and matching of logo images is one viable application of concavity graphs.
Definitions and Motivation

Definitions
In the context of this research, when an image is referred to, it is implied that this image describes only one entity. This entity (for example, a logo image) can be composed of one or several objects. A single-object image (Figure  ] (a)) is an image describing one entity, and this entity has only one object or one component (objects and components are synonymous here). On the other hand, a mulri-object imoge (Figure l(b) ) is an image describing one entity. and The previous discussion about multi-object convex hulls leads us to further investigate how two objects can be positioned relative to one another. As depicted in Figure 2 . one object can either be disjoint from, inside, or inside one of the concavities of the other object. We will label these relationships as either disjoint-from, topologically-inside, or geometrically-inside, respectively, as per [31. Another example where concavity trees would not be suitable for shape representation i s when the image of interest i s composed of one or more objects topologically inside one or more other objects. Figure 4 shows such a situation. The image i n (a) i s composed of two objects inside an enclosing ellipse, whereas the image in (b) shows the two objects without the enclosing ellipse. The concavity trees of the images in (a) and (b) are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The two concavity trees have the same structure and we note that the two images in (a) and (b) have different structures. However, this was not reflected in the structure of the corresponding concavity trees. Moreover, if the two concavity trees are investigated, one cannot deduce the fact that the image in (b) is part ofthe image in (a).
Motivation for Concavity Graphs
Ideally. we would like a Structure that will reflect the structure of the described image. Concavity graphs are designed in such a way to handle the shortcomings of concavity trees; they are suited for single-as well as multi-object images. The next section provides more detail about concavity graphs.
Concavity Graphs
A concavity graph is a data structure for representing single-as well as multi-object images. A concavity graph i s a directed graph with a unique root (a special node that i s the only one that can reach all other nodes). There are five types o f nodes in the graph representing five types of conceptual, or logical, regions. There are nodes representing objects (0). nodes representing concavities (c). nodes representing holes (h). nodes representing multiple objects (mo). and nodes representing multiple holes (mh) (nothing prevents having mc nodes representing multiple concavities, but we will stick to the five node types mentioned here for now.) One or more feature vectors describing the cor- responding "region" is typically stored at each node in the graph. The structure of the graph captures the structure of the underlying image. The main idea will be introduced by a series of examples in the following subsections.
Examples
Figure 5(a) shows a simple two-object image. The object on the left has one concavity whereas the object on the right has one hole. The corresponding concavity graph is shown in Figure 5 (b). The root of the graph is a multipleobject node representing the image and all the objects in it. The root points to two object nodes each representing one of the two objects in the, image: The object node on the left points to one concavity node, and the object node on the right points to one hole node. The fact that part of the object on the right is geometrically inside the object on the left is represented by the arc from the concavity node to the object node on the right. The weight on the arc represents how much the object on the right is geometrically inside the object on the left. It is obvious from panels (a) and (b) of Figure 5 that the Structure of the graph is successful in capturing the basic structure of the image. In other words, by looking at the graph alone, we can deduce the fact that the corresponding image is composed of two objects. where one contains a concavity and the other contains a hole, and , .
. that pan of one object is geometrically inside the other. Images that contain more than two objects (holes) are more complex than those containing just one or two objects, and the reason is not just the fact that they have more objects. Figure 5 (c) shows an image with four objects. The root of the corresponding graph should obviously be a multiple-object node. But how about the nodes it points to? It does not seem right to just have four object nodes there. In fact, the graph shown in (d) is more accurate in describing the structure of the image in (c). Indeed the three circles on the left seem to constitute a sub-entity by themselves, and hence the root of the graph points to two nodes, one is a multiple-object node representing the 3-circle cluster, and the other is an object node representing the other object. The decision on how to group objects is the suhject of the next subsection. Panels (e) and (f) of Figure 5 show an example where a concavity graph has a cycle. 'A cycle in a concavity graph happens when two objects are intertwined together, meaning that a pan of each of them is geometrically inside the other.
The examples in Figure 6 show how objects that contain multiple objects or multiple holes are represented by concavity graphs. If we look closely at the figure. it should be noted that there is a large similariry between the two images shown in (a) and (c). The hole in the object in (a) has the same shape and structure as the object shown in (c). The only difference is the switched foreground and background colors. The concavity graph representation of both images can capture this similarity; if we take the concavity graph in (d), and replace each h-or mh-node with an 0-or mo- node, respectively, and vice-versa, we will get a graph that is exactly the same as the subdigraph rooted at node h in the graph in (h).
Object Grouping
The grouping of the objects (holes) in an image is done by first computing the disrance matrix (a matrix that houses the pair-wise distance between all objects in the image). Then, a single-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm [41 is applied to the distance matrix. The result is a hierarchical tree (dendrogram) where objects are paired into binary groups. Determining where to divide the dendrogram into object groups (corresponding to multi-object nodes) can be done by analyzing the dendrogram itself. The objects may naturally align themselves into clusters. This can be panicularly evident when groups of objects are densely packed in certain areas and not in others. Figure  7 shows the dendrogram corresponding to Figure 5 (c). It is obvious in this case that the three "circles" in the image naturally form a group on their own. This can be automated by comparing the length of each link in a dendrogram with the lengths of neighboring links helow it in the tree and with the average link length. The distance between objects will have to depend not only on object (hole) proximity, but also on other factors, like relative size andor boundary shape.
Discussion
Determining the number of groups has always been a tough problem in cluster analysis. However, in the case of concavity graphs, object grouping only needs to take place when there is a clear cut in the dendrogram, in which case heuristics based on dendrogram analysis are good enough to discover any obvious clusters.
Varying the threshold at which the dendrogram is cut will result into a different graph. But this will only happen when there is an ambiguity in how the objects are grouped. One possible solution is to represent an image with more than one concavity graph. Another is to assume that the currently analyzed MOCH does not contain sub-groups of objects.
Having rnc vertices is possible and sounds like a plausible extension. However, we opt at this stage not to group concavities since this will complicate the concavity graph construction process without adding too much representation power.
In a concavity graph, not all node types can point to all other node types. For example, an object node cannot point to a multiple-object node. In addition, concavity graphs have a minimum cycle length of four.
Comparing two patterns amounts to matching their graph representation. Graph matching is a computationally complex operation that has thoroughly been researched in the literature [SI. However, concavity graphs possess properties that make the matching operations relatively easier than in the general case of digraphs. (For example. the presence of a unique mot, nodes types and rules on which can point to which, and restriction on cycles length).
Concavity graphs allow the relaxation of the degree of similarity when two images are matched. For example, multiple-object or multiple-holes nodes can be replaced by their "children" nodes, thus allowing matching based on the number of components.
Conclusion
This paper proposed concavity graphs whose main purpose is to allow better shape representation of, and better shape-based similarity matching between, multi-object patterns. Graph-matching algorithms can he used to match objects based on (possibly partial) similarity of the structures. The matching should be guided by feature vectors stored at each node of the graph.
